
 
 

 

 
Information Retrieval on Multiple Data Sources Using Graph-Based Methods 

PROJECT ID | CS15-1 TYPE |   [  X  ] New     [    ] Continuing START DATE |  July 2015 
PROJECT LEAD/PARTICIPANTS | Ali Shokoufandeh, Jian Chen, Satya Katragadda, Ryan Benton 
DESCRIPTION | With increase in the amount of data available through multiple data sources, the initiatives from governments to 
open data from multiple sources also led to an interesting question of combining data gathered and stored by different 
institutions. The availability of these large varieties of data sets led to an increasing need for systems that can store data from 
multiple sources, relationships between these sources and efficiently evaluate complex queries over large bodies of 
interlinked datasets. We propose to develop a model for capturing such heterogeneity in dataset using graph-based 
representation. New applications such as networked data management, user association in dynamic networks, automatic 
classification of heterogeneous and reusable information sources across can take advantage of such a system.   The goals of 
this project include developing a representation framework for data from multiple sources, graph-based search mechanisms 
for query optimization, query processing. 
EXPERIMENTAL PLAN | During the project period the team will work to:  
• Develop tools to effectively extract information and store the data in form of Resources Description Framework (RDF) 

data and their graph-based representation on centralized systems. 
• Develop a computational toolbox for managing dynamic graph structures; this will include relevant algorithms in areas 

such as network optimization for information retrieval, graph mining, and machine learning. 
• Develop toolbox for information extraction that can deal multi-modal data or data across different geo-locations in the 

same or different languages at different levels of granularity using multi-scale clustering.  

RELATED WORK | We have done extensive work on large datasets, query optimization on multiple data sources, graph-based 
representation. We have experience in handling complex queries and ranking the query results, mining and modeling large 
and diverse graph data sets in real-world applications including image database system, cultural heritage datasets, multi-
modal audio-text retrieval systems using optimization techniques, etc. We have developed new algorithms for information 
retrieval from large, heterogeneous audio-text datasets and presented the preliminary results in IEEE ICMA 2014.  
ECONOMICS| With availability of large heterogeneous datasets organizations need to come up with a way to effectively utilize 
ways to leverage information from this data. Information retrieval on these large datasets would help users to ask the right 
questions and arrive at answers quickly. 
POTENTIAL MEMBER COMPANY BENEFITS | This project will benefit IAB members and their clients by providing a set information 
retrieve tools  from public and private data, to provide insight into complex data collections. 
HOW OURS IS DIFFERENT | There is a large body of work on linked 
datasets to integrate and mine for information. Most of these 
techniques concentrate on fixed properties of data. Our work 
on the use of metric embedding is motivated by the limitations 
of current models for representation of dynamic and 
heterogeneous structures, as well as online algorithms to reuse 
and track existing solution as a result of dynamic changes. Our 
model should be able to rank relevant results from multiple 
datasets while handling issues like dynamic changes in 
underlying data, and incorrect or incomplete data. 

MILESTONES FOR YEAR 1 
4 months:  Develop model to store data in a centralized 
system and construction of graph-based representation. 
Develop dynamic the graph representation model based on 
metric and ultra-metric trees.  
8 months: Design algorithms to query the data and provide 
for ranking of results and related graph-abased algorithms 
for matching and indexing.  
12 months:  Test the prototype on data from 
Healthdata.gov to provide effective rankings for healthcare 
facilities for elderly/hospitals  

DELIVERABLES 
• An effective architecture to store data from multiple data 

sources and their graph-based representation.  
• A set of algorithms for retrieving data from multiple data 

sources with functionality to handle complex queries 
involving graphs. 

• A prototypical system applying aforementioned 
technologies 

   BUDGET  FOR YEAR 1 | 
   Students  
   Supplies 
   Equipment  
   Travel  
   Overhead 
   Total 

 
     $   75,000 
     $     1,500 
     $     11,500 
     $     15,000 
     $     11,500 
     $   122,900 

PROGRESS TO DATE | We have identified use case of evaluation & prediction of effectiveness of nursing homes and the data has 
been collected and preliminarily analyzed. We have developed initial versions of metric embedding algorithms and 
implemented numerous algorithms including metric labeling, clustering, and matching over the static data models. 
KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER TARGET DATE |12 months 
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